Softdrain Drainage Mat
Size approx.1000x750x50mm, Weight approx.
24 kg, Color black, Water-permeable
Item no. 101500010

Advantages at a glance:





Easy on the joints, insulating
Save on straw
Avoid straw allergies
Faster mucking






Reduce manure
Avoid urine odor
Stable, round supports
Made in Germany

Where to use: e.g. box, stall, equine solarium, washing station
With the Softdrain Drainage Mat, you can effectively counter high personnel costs, straw
shortages and manure issues. Our mats are non-slip, hygienic, and heat-conserving, and they
help reduce the work of obtaining and storing straw as well as the disposal of manure.
This durable mat can be installed with very little effort into the horsebox, stall or the reclining area.
A combination of sawdust, hemp, peat, straw or shavings is recommended. The horse is occupied
and the mat is easy to clean.
Numerous fine ducts in the Softdrain Drainage Mat channel fluids into the substrate with a slope of
at least 2-3%.
The horses have a dry, warm, elastic base to stand on. Tension that comes from standing on a
base that is too hard is corrected. Hoof breakout due to pawing is a thing of the past, and a clean
environment without the formation of ammonia is provided.
Using DrainoLastic drainage mats, you can achieve a horse-friendly, healthy and efficient stabling
environment for your animal.

Laying the mat
The foundation onto which you lay the Softdrain mats should have a way to drain. That means a 23% slope is sufficient.
Try the water test: Take a bucket of water and pour it into the clean, empty horsebox. If the water
flows from the surface into the drainage system completely, the foundation is well prepared for
drainage.
The Softdrain mats are loose-laid coverings. When the mats are laid in the box beginning at the
entrance, a slippage of the mats is prevented due to the four walls of the box, which act as
containment.
In an open stable or paddock, fix the rubber mats using an edge strip or blocks. Laying onto a
gravel base will require good preparation. A compacted finish subgrade made of ballast chippings
is recommended in this case.
Fit the mat to size easily by cutting the edges with a knife or jigsaw, using concentrated
dishwashing detergent as a lubricant.

Cleaning
Cleaning DrainoLastic Softdrain mats is quick work. Remove the solid manure with a shovel and
sweep the box out with a broom. We recommend removing the mats completely once or twice a
year and cleaning them on both sides with a high-pressure sprayer. If deposits accumulate under
the mats at any time, these should be cleaned right away to ensure that liquids can again flow
freely through the mat, preventing any odor-causing blockages.

Note
Spread only the amount of hay or straw that the horse is actually meant to eat. Place this amount
into a corner. By doing so, you will make sure the straw or hay is actually eaten. Your horse will
like lying on the Softdrain mat!
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